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Dent, Jimmie D ., M .S ., Winter 1977, Physics 
Numerical Solution o f the General Surface Wave Problem 
D irector: Richard J. Hayden p.TJVf
A numerical technique was developed to solve the hydrodynamic 
equations associated w ith the free  surface motion o f a f lu id .  
The technique was based on a unique procedure using in tegral 
equations to solve Laplace's equation. Laplace's equation 
became the governing equation o f the f lu id  in the l im it  of 
incom pressibility , ir ro ta t io n a lity ,  and inv iscid  behavior.
The dynamics o f the system were governed by a non-linear 
d iffe re n t ia l equation that became the boundary condition fo r  
Laplace's equation on the surface.
The advantages o f th is  method were that a rb itra ry  shapes 
of both the surface and the reservoir container present only 
minimal problems, therefore general motions over general 
bottom p ro file s  were ea s ily  modeled. Additional advantages 
were th a t computations were required only on the boundary 
of the f lu id  and a Courant condition lim itin g  the maximum 
time step in terva l did not e x is t.
The method was applied to the run-up of a s o lita ry  wave 
on a v e rtic a l wall with good results when compared to other 
studies. However, application to the problem of a wave 
shoaling on a plane beach yielded somewhat unsatisfactory  
results due to certa in  inaccuracies in the current pro­
cedure.
i i
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
Waves on the surface o f a liq u id  is  a phenomenon that is  
fa m ilia r  to everyone. In fa c t the analogy to water waves is  quite  
often invoked in the description of wave motion encountered elsewhere 
in physics. However, as in most problems re la tin g  to the real 
world, the equations describing f lu id  motion are quite complex.
These equations are fu rth e r complicated by the unknown position of 
the free surface and the re la t iv e ly  complex boundary conditions to 
be applied there. As a re s u lt, numerical techniques are mandatory 
to find  solutions to problems that would otherwise prove to be 
unmanageable.
Detailed in th is  paper is  a computational procedure fo r solving 
the general problem of waves propagating on the surface of a liq u id  
over an a rb itra ry  bottom p ro file . Although some approximations 
to the physical properties of the f lu id  w ill  be imposed, there w il l  
be p ra c tic a lly  no re s tr ic tio n s  on the scale or re la tiv e  size o f the 
resulting motion. What w il l  be considered is  the motion of a so 
called  perfect f lu id .  That is ,  the f lu id  is  assumed to be incom­
pressible and in v is c id , and its  motion is  assumed to be ir ro ta t io n a l. 
These assumptions, although somewhat re s tr ic t iv e , are quite reason­
able fo r most water wave motions. However, breaking or curling of
1
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2 "
waves is  precluded because of the d iscontinu ities  that the resu lting  
turbulence produces. What results is  a procedure o f quite general 
a p p lic a b ility , enabling a very large range o f important wave 
phenomena, from tid a l motions to small scale wind-generated waves, 
to be examined over a large domain o f d iffe r in g  bottom topographies.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER I I
THE HYDRODYNAMICS OF WAVE MOTION
The derivations following in th is chapter are standard and 
generally can be found in any hydrodynamics te x t, the f i r s t  15 pages 
of Stoker's book Water Waves is a good example.
Kinematics
The basic hydrodynamicsl system which w ill  be solved is that of 
a reservo ir, denoted C^, f i l l e d  with a liq u id  such as water which 
has an unconstrained free  surface, denoted Cg and described by a 
function n (x ,z , t ) .
Z
I t  is  f i r s t  necessary to distinguish between the two common
methods of describing f lu id  motion. The Eulerian system is
3
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referenced to a p a rtic u la r coordinate system fixed outside the moving 
f lu id .  The parameter denoting which p art of the f lu id  that is  being 
described is then the outside grid  point (x ,y ,z ) .  Time d eriva tives , 
denoted are thus taken while maintaining the fixed  position  
(x ,y ,z )  as the f lu id  flows by.
In the Lagrangian system each parcel of f lu id  is given its  own 
a rb itra ry  id e n tity  as is  described by a function which i t  keeps 
as the f lu id  flows through time. A property of the f lu id  is  thus 
described as a function of the p a rtic u la r p a rtic le  o f in te re s t as 
i t  moves with the f lu id . The p a rtic le  path, fo r  example, is given 
by X (5 ). Therefore, the Lagrangian time d erivative  is  ju s t the 
to ta l time derivative^ taken fo r fixed Ç, while following the 
f lu id  motion.
The re la tio n  between the two systems can be seen by f i r s t  
noting that
^  x = V and ^  t  = 1 .
Hence, fo r an a rb itra ry  function F (x .,t) ,
d i  ■ I t 3 Î
'  _ ( I I . 1)
This is  the resulting general re la tio n  between the Eulerian and 
the Lagrangian time derivatives.
Applying th is re la tio n , fo r example, to the function n (x ,z , t )  
that describes the position of the free  surface y ie lds:
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
or
Vy = *x I 7 + *2 I i  + i t  ( I I - 2 )
where v^, v^, and are respectively the x , y , and z components 
of the ve loc ity  o f a p a rt ic le  on the surface, and and ^  are the 
perpendicular slopes o f the surface. This equation is  thus the 
Eulerian equivalent o f the general kinematic re la tio n  expressed in 
Lagrangian coordinates as
dx{€) dy(C)
- 3 t -  = \  - d t -  = ''y •
I t  is  e ith e r of these, equations ( I I - 2 )  or ( H - 3 ) ,  that may be 
integrated to determine the motion of the free  surface from a know­
ledge of the time dependence of the ve loc ity  components. The use 
of which equation depends upon the convenience that one of the 
coordinate systems might have fo r a p a rtic u la r application . More 
w ill be said la te r  about th is  decision as i t  re lates to the water 
wave problem.
Velocity Potential
The ir ro ta t io n a lity  condition, which physically means that there 
are no eddies or vo rtices , is  expressed by the property that the curl 
of the ve loc ity  everywhere vanishes, i .e .
V X 2  = 0
This in turn implies that the c ircu la tio n  o f the f lu id  is  also zero. 
Also, fo r  an inviscid  f lu id ,  as long as the free  surface remains
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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simply connected, the c ircu la tio n  can be shown to be a constant o f 
the motion (Stoker, p. 7 ). Hence, i t  need only be shown that the 
curl o f the ve loc ity  vanishes everywhere a t some time to ensure that 
i t  w il l  vanish everywhere fo r a l l  time. This may eas ily  be done, 
fo r example, by assuming th at the wave progresses onto a surface 
that was in i t i a l ly  a t res t.
Thus given the vanishing of the curl o f the v e lo c ity , a neces­
sary and s u ffic ie n t condition fo r a scalar ve loc ity  potential to 
e x is t, w il l  be s a tis fie d . Ir ro ta t io n a lity ,  therefore, allows the 
veloc ity  to be expressed as the gradient o f a scalar function.
_v = - V ( I I - 4 )
Equation o f Motion
By now applying Newton's second law to an elemental mass of 
f lu id ,  the equation of motion governing the f lu id  flow can be 
obtained.
dv
Where p is the mass density o f the f lu id ,  F^, F^, and F  ̂ are 
respectively the forces per u n it volume due to pressure gradients, 
g rav ity , and any external driv ing forces. Assuming that the driving  
force is  derivable from a potentia l function, as is  the force of 
g rav ity , substitution into  the force equation gives: 
dy_
P dt  ̂ P ’ P "P -
where p is the pressure, 0 is  the g rav ity  p o te n tia l, and Y is  the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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driving force po ten tia l. A fte r expanding the Lagrangian time 
d erivative  and substituting the ve loc ity  p o te n tia l, the equation 
becomes:
p g ^ ( V 4 ) )  + p _ v * V _ v  = - V p  - p V f i - p V Ÿ  
which can fu rth er be s im plified  by noting th at since V x y. = 0
1 o
v * V v  = V v « v  = V ( ô - v )
Using th is  substitu tion , the assumption of incom pressibility making
a
p a constant, and the knowledge that the two operators V and ^  
commute, the equation o f motion f in a l ly  becomes:
V ( | | -  + ^ v ^  + ^ +  a + 'l ')= :0
or, a f te r  integrating
| | = - ~ v ^ - ^ - S l - ’l' + F (t)
where F ( t ) ,  the constant o f in tegra tion , w il l  be absorbed in to  the 
ve loc ity  potential term. This is possible, without loss of 
g en era lity , because the ve loc ity  depends only upon the spatial 
gradient o f the potentia l (Stoker, p. 10).
Substituting gy fo r the g rav ity  potential and dropping the 
external force term, the equation can be w ritten  in the form 
generally referred to as B ernou lli's  equation:
^  v^ -  ^  -g y . ( n - 5 )
This is  the dynamical equation in Eulerian coordinates th at the 
f lu id  flow must s a tis fy . A Lagrangian equivalent to th is equation 
can also by w ritten  by using the re la tio n  given in Equation ( I I - l )
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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to substitu te fo r to y ie ld
/V /V /N
Then, a fte r  expanding the V <J> term to v^i + v^j + v^k, the equation 
becomes
^  -  ( v /  +  Vy  ̂ +  v / )  = -  i  y2 -  £  -  g y
which then gives fo r the Lagrangian form of B ernou lli's  equation
^  v(s)^ -  ^  -  g y (ç ) . ( I I - 6 )
As w il l  be noted by examination, B ernou lli's  equation is  a 
non-linear p a rtia l d if fe re n tia l equation in two independent 
variables, <p and p. Hence even i f  the equation were lin e a r , i t  does 
not contain enough information to uniquely determine the f lu id  
motion. Another constraint on the f lu id  is  necessary. This is  
usually provided by the equation of continuity .
Conservation o f Mass
The equation o f continuity is  a statement of the conservation 
of mass. That is ,  the change in mass in some enclosed volume
3
V = /  d X is equal to the amount o f mass flowing through the 
boundary do of V a t each instant in time, i .e .
/  p d \  = § p V * do
Interchanging integration and d iffe re n tia tio n  on the l e f t  and 
applying the divergence theorem on the r ig h t gives 
/  f t  = /  V • (pv) d^x
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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And since the volume element is  a rb itra ry , the integrands can be set 
equal to each other, resu lting  in the equation o f continuity  in 
Eulerian form.
I f  = V • (pv)
For an incompressible f lu id ,  since p is a constant, the continuity  
equation fu rther s im p lifies  to 
V • _v = 0 .
Using the d e fin itio n  o f ve loc ity  p o te n tia l, i t  is  thus seen that 
the constraint on the f lu id  motion takes the form of Laplace's 
equation in <J>.
V »  2  = V " V # = = 0 ( I 1-7)
Boundary Conditions
The use of Laplace's equation makes possible a nice procedure 
fo r determining the f lu id  motion. For through Laplace's equation,
<j) can be determined everywhere w ith in  the f lu id  by knowing only 
i t s  values or its  derivatives a t the boundary o f the f lu id  a t each 
instant in time (Courant and H ilb e rt, p. 223). The spatia l 
derivatives then give the ve loc ity  components and hence through 
Equation (1 1-2) or (1 1-3) the motion. I t  remains then to apply 
the previously derived equation o f motion to the boundaries to 
determine the boundary conditions on 4>.
I t  is f i r s t  observed that the pressure term in B ernou lli's  
equation is  a constant over the free surface. I t  may then be 
absorbed in to  the ve loc ity  potential term as was the constant of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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in tegration  previously, so that on the surface the Eulerian form of 
B ernou lli's  equation becomes
f t  “ “ “ 9 0 . ( I I - 8 )
S im ila rly  fo r  the Lagrangian form
^  v 2 (c ,t )  -  g y (S ,t )  ( I I - 9 )
Where y (C ,t)  now refers to a point on the f lu id  surface.
B ernoulli's  equation now has the form of a d if fe re n tia l  
condition in the ve loc ity  p o ten tia l. Hence knowing the in i t ia l  value 
of <t> and the time h istory o f v and n the value of a t time t= t ' = 
t+At may be obtained by a straightforward in tegration . Given an 
in i t ia l  n, subsequent time values o f th is  function may be found by 
in tegrating Equation ( I 1-2) or ( I 1 -3 ), with the function v coming 
from the value o f ju s t p rio r to t= t ' through Equation (1 1 -4 ).
This results in a real time dependent condition on 4  a t  the surface 
that can be used as a boundary condition in the solution of Laplace's 
equation. The in i t ia l  values o f <}> and the surface p ro file  w il l  be 
the parameters that in i t ia te  the in tegration  process and thus w il l  
be the parameters that determine the resu lting  motion.
At the flu id -re s e rv o ir  in te rface  the boundary condition is  
simply that there is  no f lu id  transported through the in te rfa c e , 
that is ,  th a t the normal ve loc ity  o f the f lu id  must vanish.
0 = v  ̂ = - = - V^<j ) *n^ ( I I - IO )
Where ii is the u n it normal to the reservoir pointing outward from 
the f lu id .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The Equation Set
The hydrodynamical f lu id  equations thus governing the motion 
of a liq u id  with a free  surface are:
The Laplacian o f the ve loc ity  potential
V • V ({> = V̂<t> = 0 (11-11)
with B ernou lli's  equation providing the dynamic boundary condition 
at the surface, the integrated form of e ith er
^  ^  v^ -  g n ( I I -1 2 a )
or
= + 1  v (ç ,t )^  -  g y ( ç . t )  ( I I-1 2 b )
and the no flow through condition a t the reservo ir boundary.
| i = V < ( . . n  = 0 (11-13)
As in i t ia l  conditions to B ernou lli's  equation, the surface p ro f ile ,  
y (S ,t )  or n, and the values o f <|) on the surface must be given a t  
time zero. F in a lly  the surface must obey the kinematic equation.
I t  " V  ■ ''x 57  ■ ''z I f  ( I I -1 4 a )
or
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER I I I
SOLVING THE EQUATIONS OF WAVE MOTION
The Procedure
From the results o f the previous section i t  is  seen th at in 
order to determine the motion of the free surface a t any instant in 
time, that is ,  to integrate e ith e r o f Equations (11 -14 ), a knowledge 
of the three components of the surface ve loc ity  a t th is time is  
required. This knowledge, obtained from the spatia l derivatives o f 
the ve loc ity  p o te n tia l, can be secured by solving Laplace's equation, 
subject to the aforementioned boundary conditions appropriate during 
th is time in te rv a l. I t  is  th is  equation, with i ts  attending dynamic 
boundary condition, that makes ana ly tic  methods impossible and hence 
numerical methods mandatory i f  any type of generality  in the motion 
is desired.
The numerical technique employed here fo r solving Laplace's 
equation is  p a rtic u la r ly  well suited fo r the surface wave problem.
I t  makes use o f the property th at the boundary conditions uniquely 
determine the potential and i ts  spatia l derivatives a t a l l  points 
w ithin the f lu id ,  and hence on the boundary i t s e l f  (Courant and 
H ilb e rt, p. 223). Consequently the problem is formulated so that 
variables on the boundary only are calculated. This saves having 
to compute the in te r io r  variables which, fo r conventional f in i t e  
difference techniques, are normally needed but are not pertinent
12
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to wave motion. In th is  case the variab le  that must be determined 
is  the normal ve loc ity  of the surface. The tangential ve lo c ities  
are already known from the d iffe re n tia tio n  o f the boundary condition  
on <j> with respect to perpendicular arc lengths along the surface. 
These three perpendicular ve loc ity  components may then be transformed 
into the three components of the ve loc ity  in the x , y , and z 
directions by a suitable ro tation  of the coordinate axes.
Being able to solve Laplace’ s equation fo r the components o f 
the surface ve loc ity  a t each instant in time allows the position of 
the surface to be integrated forward in time. Also then the new 
boundary condition a t the surface, through B ernou lli's  equation, can 
be updated. Hence, the conditions are again appropriate fo r the 
new ve lo c ities  to be calculated through Laplace's equation. This 
resu lts in a numerical procedure fo r marching the position o f the 
free surface of the f lu id  through time. I t  should be noted here 
th a t, as w ill  be explained la te r ,  the mathematical and computational 
machinery is availab le  to get inside the f lu id  to calculate those 
parameters, such as ve loc ity  and pressure, that may be desired.
In i t ia l  Conditions
The fin a l information that is  required to make the problem 
work is  the in i t ia l  condition to be applied to B ernou lli's  equation. 
In other words, the in i t ia l  values of <j> and the surface p ro file .
The p ro file  must be given, but the function 4> is  most read ily  
calculated from a given knowledge of the in i t ia l  ve loc ity  o f the , 
surface.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Given an In i t ia l  value o f the normal v e lo c ity , along the surface, 
Laplace's equation can be solved using th is  as the surface boundary 
condition. The solution o f the resu lting  Neumann problem w il l  then 
determine a value of <f> along the surface. This value can then be 
used as an in i t ia l  value to be inserted in to  Equation (11-12) along 
with the given in i t ia l  conditions on the ve loc ity  and position , to 
determine the in i t ia l  boundary value o f <j>. Thus a value o f the 
veloc ity  potential to be inserted as the f i r s t  boundary condition  
on 4> a t the surface can be determined.
Summary
An outline of the computational procedure used to determine the 
surface wave motion is  now given below.
I .  Assume given a t time t  an in i t ia l  value o f the normal v e lo c ity ,
'̂ n ” fn  * Also assume given, the in i t ia l  position o f the surface.
I I .  Solve Equation (11-11) (V^O = 0) fo r the ve loc ity  p o te n tia l,
on the surface, subject to Equation (11-13) ( |^  = 0) a t the
reservoir boundary, and = v^ on the surface.
I I I .  D iffe re n tia te  along the surface to fin d  the tangential ve loc ity  
components. Then ro ta te  the coordinate system to find  v^,
Vy, and v^.
IV. Integrate the kinematic Equation (11-14) over the in terva l d t, 
using values of the old surface p ro file  and the new found
ve loc ity  components to find  the new position of the surface
a t time t  + dt.
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CHAPTER IV
THE SOLUTION OF LAPLACE'S EQUATION
Prelim inaries
The real e f fo r t  in the solution of the surface wave problem is  
derived from having to solve Laplace's equation a t each time in te rv a l.
The rest of the procedure is  rather straightforward f in i te  d i f f e r ­
encing and numerical in tegration . I t  is  thus the solution o f the 
mixed boundary value problem of Laplace that makes up the bulk of the 
numerical code.
The numerical method used to solve Laplace's equation is  o f a 
unique,design. Rather than f in i t e  d iffe renc ing , the method is  to 
approach the solution through an in tegral equation. I t  is  well known 
that integration is  a better defined and more accurate numerical 
process than is  d iffe re n tia t io n , which often has inherent s ta b il i ty  
problems. The real value of the integral equation procedure how­
ever is  evidenced when complicated contours or boundary regions are 
being modeled. F in ite  d ifferencing necessitates a numerical in te r ­
polation technique to tre a t those parts o f the boundary that may 
not f a l l  on one o f the d ifferencing grid  mesh points. This in te r ­
polation procedure is  even fu rther complicated in th is  case by the 
presence o f the moving free surface boundary (see, fo r example,
Chan and S tre e t). As w il l  be seen, the In tegra l equation procedure 
suffers none of these d if f ic u lt ie s .  F in a lly , as was pointed out
16
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e a r l ie r ,  f in i t e  d ifferencing requires th at the ve lo c ity  potential 
be computed a t each of the in ternal grid points, whereas the in tegral 
equation formulation only requires computations to be performed a t  
the f lu id  boundary. Therefore, fo r the p a rtic u la r problem of surface 
wave motion, the in tegra l equation approach enjoys d is t in c t numerical 
advantages over tra d itio n a l f in i t e  d ifferencing methods.
Integral Equation Formulation
While generally applicable to the fu l l  three dimensional 
problem, the numerical in tegral equation formulation fo r the solution  
o f Laplace's equation w i l l ,  because of compactness and time lim ita ­
tions, be discussed not only in two dimensions. A ll equations and 
results derived in th is  two dimensional coordinate system have d ire c t  
analogies in three dimensions (see, fo r example. Chapter IV , Courant 
and H ilb e r t);  hence the conversion to a fu l l  3-D coordinate system 
could be carried out in a quite straightforward manner.
The integral equation technique fo r the solution o f the two 
dimensional boundary value problem starts  with a given contour C,
enclosing a two dimensional region a. I t  is necessary to find a
2
function c|) which s a tis fie s  V *  = 0 w ithin a  and also s a tis fie s  a 
set of given boundary conditions on C.
Using Green's secondary id e n tity  in two dimensions (Courant 
and H ilb e rt, p. 256).
//^(4> -  i/i V^O) do = § (̂(() V V (fi) " II ds ( IV -1 )
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where is  again the outward normal to C and ds is  an element o f
arc length along C. F irs t  le t  4>(x,y) be the desired solution to
Laplace's equation, i .e .
=  0
Then le t  ip = log(p) where p is  now the magnitude o f the vector from 
a point (S ,n) on the contour C to a point (x ,y ) in a .
£  -  (x -  Ç) i + (y -  n) j  ( IV -2 )
so that
P = |p| = [ (x  -  + (y -  r i ) ^ ] 2  . ( IV -3 )
(p is therefore also a solution o f Laplace's equation except possibly 
in the immediate neighborhood o f (x ,y ) where log(p) becomes unbounded. 
The l e f t  side o f Equation (IV -1 ) thus reduces to zero a t a l l  
points w ith in  a except around (x ,y ) .  Let th is  region around (x ,y )  
become an in f in i tesim ally  small c irc le  of radius e, and then le t  
the integration be performed.
/ /  (p da = V îj^]da
= <J>(x,y) //g [V  ' V ^]da
= <J>(x,y) §g.[£ • V ^]ds
= * ( x , y )  SgC- ( “  p dw) ]
= * (x ,y )  du)
Use was made of the two dimensional divergence theorem, the fa c t  
that p = E, and that n is  in the d irection  of -p .
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u) IS then defined to be the angle formed by the vector -£  and 
the X axis as the integration is  carried out around ds. That means
/ /  <p V ^ i p  ' ^ ( j  2 IT 4>(x,y) (x ,y ) in a  ( IV -4 )
that since the to ta l angle subtended by -£  is  2ir as the integration  
around ds is taken. I f  (x ,y ) happens to be on C, then the in tegration  
is performed over the domain of a sem icircle o f radius e, and the 
resu lt being a to ta l angle o f tt being subtended by -£ . Thus:
/ /  <p da = TT (J>(x,y) (x ,y ) on C (IV -5 )
F in a lly  i f  the point (x ,y ) coincides with a corner th a t makes an
angle a , integration gives
/ /  4) V da = a 4>(x,y) (x ,y ) on C corner (IV -6 )
(x ,y )
x ,y )
I t  is  therefore seen that fo r a point (x ,y ) in the in te r io r  
of a  Equation (IV -1 ) becomes
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* (x ,y )  = ^  Sg(* • a  ds
= 5^,[log(p) lo g (p )] ds ( IV -7 )
This is  an equation that can be numerically integrated fo r any point 
(x ,y ) and w ill y ie ld  the solution to Laplace's equation provided 
that a l l  along the boundary C the two functions <t> and are known.
As part of the formulation of the problem, th at is ,  given the 
boundary conditions, the value of one but not both o f these functions 
w ill  be known a t each point of C. Thus a method of determining the 
other boundary function must be found.
Consider Equation ( IV -1 ) with the point (x ,y ) now on the 
boundary C. Using the resu lt o f Equation ( IV -5 ) ,  the integral 
becomes
“  §j.[log(p)  ̂ lo g (p )] ds . ( IV -8 )
The value o f the l e f t  side of the equation is now ju s t a p artic u la r
element of the boundary function (fi. What resu lts is  a Fredholm
integral equation that can be solved to determine the boundary
function (j) or not given by the o rig ina l boundary condition  dn
(Kantorovich and Krylov, p. 97). Once th is unknown boundary function  
is  found, i t ,  along with the given condition, may be used in 
Equation (IV -7 ) to find  the value o f the potential function anywhere 
w ith in  o .  Also to be noted is  that Equation (IV -7 ) may be s p a tia lly  
d iffe re n tia te d , the d iffe re n tia tio n  only operating on the log(p) 
terms under the in te g ra l, thus producing an equation fo r the deter­
mination o f the d irectional derivatives of the p o ten tia l.
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Getting back to the water wave problem where i t  is  necessary 
to determine on the free  surface, in tegral Equation ( IV -8 ) can 
be seen to be the only equation that must be solved.
Numerical Solution o f the In tegral Equation
To solve Equation (IV -8 ) le t  the boundary C be broken into  two 
parts. Let C-j denote the part o f the boundary that is  in contact 
with the reservoir and hence has the boundary condition = 0.
Let Cg denote that part of the boundary corresponding to the free  
surface with the boundary condition given by Equation (11-12). Now 
subdivide the en tire  boundary into  d iscrete segments, having 
subintervals on , and Ng subintervals on Cg. Denote these 
individual segments by S ., where i = 1 to N and N = N̂  + Ng.
Equation (IV -8 ) can then be w ritten :
4> =  -  ^  /g  [log (p ) l o g ( p ) ]  ds ( IV -9 )
I f  the subintervals are made small enough, the functions 
beneath the integral w il l  be nearly constant and hence may 
approximately be removed from the in te g ra l.
0 -  -  g  ([T o g (p )]. (|^)^- “ C|^ log (p )]^ } ds  ̂ . (IV -10)
The subscripted variables re fe r  to some average value, say the value 
at the center o f the subinterval, and ds  ̂ is  the arc length over 
th at subinterval. This procedure w il l  be recognized as merely being 
an application o f the open two point Newton-Coates quadrature ru le
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to contour integration (Pennington, p. 143). Of course higher order 
quadrature rules do e x is t, but fo r  s im p lic ity  the two point ru le  
w ill  be used here. I t  should be noted though that fo r  the case where 
the contour does not have any sharp corners, so that the u n it normal 
is a continuous function, i t  is  known th at the two-point quadrature 
fo r solving contour in tegrals  has the same accuracy as any of the 
higher order quadrature formulas (Isaacson and K e lle r, p. 340).
Equation (IV -10 ) thus becomes an equation in N unknowns, those 
values of 4>. on ( i  = 1,N^), and the values of ( | “ )  ̂ on Cg ( i  =
N^+1,N). Known are the N values o f [log (p )]^  and log(p)]^., the
9d)values o f on Cg and the values o f (^ )^  on C^. I f  Equation 
(IV -10 ) is now consecutively applied to each of the N subintervals, 
that is ,  i f  (x ,y ) is allowed to assume in turn the position o f the 
center of each subinterval, a system of N equations w il l  re su lt.
The value of <P on the l e f t  side of Equation (11-10) w il l  coincide 
with e ith e r a sought or a known boundary value o f * Letting j  
denote which of the N positions that (x ,y ) has taken on the contour, 
the N equations in N unknowns take the form: 
fo r j  = 1,N
= - W t[log(p)],.j ( | f ) ,  - [ |^  log(p)]^j} dŝ  (IV-11)
An independent system of lin e a r  equations o f th is  kind, fo r which 
there are an equal number o f equations and unknowns, may usually 
be solved. Thus the Ng unknown values of on the surface may be 
determined along with the values o f <|> a t the reservoir boundary 
by inverting  the lin e a r system of equations.
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A careful look a t Equation (IV -11) however» reveals that there
g
are apparent s in g u la rities  in the log(p) and the ^ lo g (p )  terms 
when the indices coincide. A way must be found to tre a t these two 
terms to make the lin e a r system complete.
Treatment o f the S ing u larities
F irs t  look a t the log(p) term. Going back to Equation (IV -9 )  
i t  is seen that [ lo g (p ) ] . .  ds. is  part of an approximation fo r /
JJ J 5 j
log(p) ds when (x ,y ) is  a t the center of the Sj in te rv a l. Taking 
th is in tegral and assuming th at Sj is  small so that ds can be 
approximated by dp, the integral becomes:
ds/2
^-dSj
= P [lo g jp l -  1] i
/g  log(p) dp = /_ds/2T°9(P)dP
 ̂ ds/2
-ds/2
= ds. [lo g (d s ./2 ) -  1 ] (IV -12 )
The f i r s t  apparent s in g u larity  is  thus resolved.
For the second s in g u larity  i t  is  necessary to look a t the 
mathematical l im it  o f ^ lo g (p )  as p goes to zero. F irs t  define a 
local coordinate system in the neighborhood o f the apparent 
s in g u larity  so that x is tangent to , and y is  perpendicular to , C 
at that point, as shown below. Then expanding the equation o f the 
contour, represented in th is coordinate system as y (x ) ,  in a Taylor 
series about y=0 and noting that y(0)=0 and ^ (0 )= 0 ,  y (x ) becomes
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y(x )
y (x ) = y (0 ) + X ^ ( 0 )  + x^/2 ^  + . . .
dx
' 0  ' "
Now rew riting ^ lo g (o )  in th is coordinate system making use o f the3n ^
d e fin itio n  of P, Equation ( IV -3 ) ,  and the fa c t th a t the normal is  
ju s t in the opposite d irection  from y , y ie lds the following re s u lt,
|fç log(p) = |^ lo g [(x ^  +
=  -  J  (x^ + y2 )" l ^ (x ^  + y^)
= -  y /(x ^  + y^)
_ _ o higher
= -  4 ^ ( 0 )  /  {x^[l + f  M ( 0 ) ) ^  + . . . ] }  + order 
dx dx terms
which in the l im it  becomes
^ 0  an^°9(p) = xlo ■ /  n  + ^  ( ^ ( 0 ) )  + ■ . . ] + • •
dx dx
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 ̂ dx
= }  k (IV -13 )
where k is the curvature o f C a t the point j ,  where p=0.
Having now taken care o f the apparent s in g u la r itie s . Equation 
{IV -11) becomes:
(-W + i  k j  d S j)  [ | | f l o g ( p ) ] ^ j  d s .  =
i i ' j
( # ) j  [log(dSj/2) -  1] + E ( |f )^  [log(p)]^j ds,.
(IV -14 )
j= l,N
This has, as mentioned before, the form o f a lin e a r system of 
independent equations, the inversion of which can be carried  out 
now by any suitable lin e a r equation solving routine, such as Gaussian 
elim ination (Pennington, p. 341).
Analtyic Integration of y ^ lo g (p ) ds
I t  w ill  be shown that the expression th at results in the term
J
in Equation (IV -14) can be b e tte r approximated by a d irec t analy tic  
in tegration  rather than the approximation given above. Assuming 
th at 4> is  nearly constant, as before, so that i t  may again be pulled  
out of the in te g ra l, the source of the above term as given by 
Equation (IV -9 ) may be w ritten
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■̂ s. 4> l^ lo g (p ) ds z  4»̂  §^Tog(p) ds
I t  is  th is  la s t expression that can be integrated a n a ly tic a lly ,  
by using the re la tio n
V p • II = i + 1^ j }  [(x-G )^ + (y -n )^ ]^ /^  • ü




4>1 ^ lo g (p )  ds = 4>. /g  -  V p • n ds
= *1 ' s .  ^2  &  - n ds
where 6 is the angle formed by - £  and £. This re su lt in turn can 
be rew ritten using the re la tion
^  ds = do)
P
which is derived by noting th at as ds becomes in fin tie s im a lly  small
in the following diagram p dw = ds cos6.
el - '^"iSO
ds cose = -ds cose
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Then
ds = <p. /g  dü) 
= 4>. dw.i . ( IV -1 5)
Result
The resu lt is  that the integral term from Equation (IV -9 ) can 
be approximated more accurately by (f>̂. dw. where dŵ  is  the angle 
subtended a t ( x . ,y . )  by the arc o f ds.. Therefore, Equation (IV -14 )
J J *
can be better w ritten
(-TT + Y kj dSj) (pj + E (p. dŵ  = (|^)^. [ log(dS j/2)-l]
+ £ (|^ )^  [ lo g (p ) ] . j  ds. (IV -16 )
i f 3
I t  is  th is  equation that is  then inverted fo r the d ire c t determination 
of the Ng values of on the surface.
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NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION OF THE FREE SURFACE 
Cubic Splines
Having found a numerical method fo r  the solution o f Laplace's 
equation, i t  is now necessary to su itab ly approximate the p ro file  
of the free surface. This is necessary because certa in  geometrical 
properties o f the free surface, namely the arc length, the curvature, 
and the normal d irec tio n , must be known to the routine solving 
Laplace's equation. Also the midpoints o f the curve between adjacent 
points must be known fo r the ana ly tic  integration that was discussed 
in the la s t section. These factors must be known fo r the reservoir 
boundary as w e ll, but because th is boundary remains s ta tionary , i t  
should be an easy matter to describe i t  by a set o f known piecewise 
smooth functions. Therefore i t  is  necessary to accurately describe 
the free surface p ro file  given only the position of the surface a t  
a d iscrete number o f points.
A method of making th is approximation is  to use a construction 
called a cubic sp line, which is ,  to f i t  an individual cubic poly­
nomial between each pa ir o f given adjacent points, then to match 
the f i r s t  and second derivatives a t each point where two of these 
cubics meet. Thus each piecewise cubic polynomial has four conditions 
to s a tis fy  which can be used to evaluate i ts  four constants. A 
continuous function results that has both f i r s t  and second derivatives
28
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being continuous also. Therefore th is  function, which again is  ju s t  
a piecewise polynomial, may be d iffe re n tia te d  a n a ly tic a lly , f i r s t  
to determine the slope, and then again to find  the curvature a t any 
point on the surface (Alberg, Nilson and Walsh, Chapter 1 ).
Parametric Representation
To reta in  the fu l l  generality  of the motion, a parametric 
representation of the surface must be chosen. That is ,  both the 
values o f x and y on that surface must be given as a function o f 
another variab le , fo r example arc length S along the surface. This 
w ill be recognized as being equivalent to the Lagrangian method of 
representing a f lu id ,  where the iden tify ing  parameter in th is case 
would be S.
The reason fo r choosing th is representation is  to allow the 
surface p ro file  to become v e rtica l or even to s ta r t  to curl over, 
as i t  does ju s t before a wave breaks. For these cases the function  
y(x ) becomes multivalued and hence is  not uniquely defined. The 
Eulerian representation w il l  therefore be undefined a t these points. 
Thus the second of Equations (11-12) and (11-14) w il l  be the proper 
equations to use with th is parametric representation.
For s im p lic ity  the parametric variable  t  is chosen to be the 
index that numbers the individual subscripted surface points x  ̂ and 
y^. This is  done rather than using the arc length, because the data 
set is  then uniformly spaced in one u n it in te rv a ls . The surface w ill  
therefore be described by the functions x ( t )  and y ( t )  where t  has
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the range 1 to n and when t  = t^ = i , x (t^ ) and y ( t - )  are ju s t the 
data points and y^.
Spline Derivation
The spline f i t  of equally spaced data is  p a rtic u la r ly  simple 
to construct. I t  w ill  be done now fo r the variable y ( t ) ,  with the 
equations fo r x ( t )  being completely analogous. The procedure is  
actua lly  carried out in a reverse order. That is ,  le t  Zyg, . . .  
Zyn the values o f the second derivative  a t the given points 
t .  ( i  = l ,n ) .  Making the second d eriva tive  lin e a r , and hence 
continuous, y ie lds fo r the in te rva l [ t . , t j + ^ ]
where h. = t.+^ -  t̂ . = 1.
Integrating this expression twice then gives
- ^ 1  ' y ( H l )  =1
and
/ ( t .^ 1  -  t ) ^ \  / ( t  -  t . ) ^ \
where ĉ  and Cg are constants o f integration that can be evaluated 
by noting that the curve passes through y . when t  = t^ and y.+^ when 
t  = t.^<j. Evaluating these constants and then substituting into  
(IV -18 ) and (IV -19) y ie ld s , fo r the equation of the curve.
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' ■ V - V)
+ ( t  -  t . )  y ,+ , -  (IV -20 )
and fo r the f i r s t  derivatives
/ ( t i + ,  -  t ) ^ \  / ( t  -  t . ) ^ \
= -Zy1  j *  ^y(1+l) + (^i+1 -
(IV -21 )
I t  remains to determine the values o f and ^ y ( ^ ^ + - \ y  This 
is done by matching the slope a t t^ given by Equation ( IV -2 1 ), with 
the slope a t t .  given by the equation over the preceding in terval 
(t .̂ .j ,t^. ). The two equations fo r y ' are then
y*(t^- + ) = — ^
and
y ' ( t i - )  = + - ^  + -  ^1-1
Equating these two expressions yie lds the equation
^ y ( i - l )  ^^yi ^ y ( i+ l)  " ®^^i+l ‘  ^yi ^ i-1^ ‘ (1^-22)
There are n-2 o f these equations, one fo r each i = 2, 3, n -1 ,
fo r determining the n quantities Z . , ( i  = i ,n ) .  Thus 2 more con­
d itions must be specified. These two conditions are usually 
conditions specified on Z^  ̂ and Z^  ̂ or on the values of the slope 
a t each end point. Since fo r the surface wave problem neither the 
curvature nor the slope is  known a t the endpoints, the values of 
Zyi and Zy  ̂ are a r b it ra r i ly  set to zero.
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Thus a system o f n-2 equations re su lts , from which the n-2 values 
of can be found. This system of equations has the useful pro­
perty that each equation has only three unknowns in i t ,  the diagonal 
element and its  adjacent elements to each side. A very e f f ic ie n t  
algorithm exists fo r inverting trid iagonal systems o f th is kind.
Tri-Piagonal Equation Solution
Given the tri-d iagonal system. Equation (IV -2 2 ), le t  a recursion 
re la tion  with two constants E and F be defined by
+ F. (IV -23 )
or
^ y ( i - l )  " ^ i-1 ^yi ^ i - l  * (IV -24 )
Substituting th is la s t expression in to  Equation (IV -22 ) to elim inate
the Ẑ . 1  term yie lds a fte r  rew riting  in the form o f Equation (IV -23)
1 ,  1
E._i + 4 ^ y ( i+ l)   ̂ E^_, + 4 ^^^^^i+l “ ^i-1^ " ’'i-1 ^  '
From th is a recursion re la tio n  fo r the constants E and F can be 
id e n tifie d .
E; = -  (• ''-2 5 )
1 -  I
Fi = E ,[F i_ , -  6 (y .+ , -  2y. + y .^ ^ )] . (IV -26 )
Thus by f i r s t  determining the constants Ê  and F̂  fo r  i -  2 , n-1 
using Equations (IV -25 ) and (IV -26 ) the Z^  ̂ fo r i = 2, n-1 can be 
found using Equation (IV -2 3 ).
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Geometrical Properties of the Free Surface
With the spline f i t  constants Z^. and Z . the parametricjr 1 A1
equations of the surface are given by (IV -20 ) fo r y ( t )  and x ( t ) .
The geometric properties o f the surface that are needed can then 
be found. F irs t to be noted is that fo r y = y  ̂ and x = Equation 
(IV -21) fo r the f i r s t  derivatives become
'  ^ i+ l ■ •>'1 ■ (ZZyj + Zy(i+1))
X ( t i>  = (2Z^i + Zj(^|^.^j) . (IV -27 )
The un it normal components n  ̂ and n  ̂ a t  t^ can then be w ritten
y ' ( t - )
"xi  ---------------- :— -— y m  ( iv -2 8 )
( y ' ( t , ) 2  + x ' ( t . ) Z )
X ' ( t . )
" y i --------------- : ------------  r i / 2  • n v - 2 9 )
( y ' { t . )  + x ' ( t . )  )
The curvature a t t .  can be found by making use of the 2nd derivatives
Zxi and Zy. :
k ( t , )  = . ( lv -3 0 )
1 9 9 
[ x ' ( t . ) Z  + y ' ( t , ) 2 ]
Also an approximation fo r ds a t t .  can be made
o p 3/2
ds. = [ x ' ( t . ) ^  + y ' ( t , ) ^ ]  . (IV-31
F in a lly  the position of the surface midway between two data points 
cart be found by substituting t  = t^+^^g into  Equation (IV -20 ) fo r
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both the X and y functions: both (t^+^ -  t )  and ( t  -  t . ) then 
become equal to 1/2 and the equation that results is
"  -  li^ ^ y i Z y ( i+ i /2 ) )  ^  & (^i+ l ^ ^ i )  (IV -32 )
with a s im ilar equation fo r
These re la tio n s . Equations (IV -28 ) to ( IV -3 2 ), supply the values 
that are needed to carry out the numerical solution o f the mixed 
boundary value problem that results from the mathematical description  
of a perfect f lu id .




A FORTRAN IV code b u ilt  around the procedure detailed  in 
Chapter IV fo r solving Laplace's equation was put together according 
to the outline presented in the Summary section of Chapter I I I .  This 
code in its  e n tire ty  is  reproduced in Appendix 1. Some of the 
features of th is  code not already covered w ill  now be described.
The code is broken into  a number of subroutines, with the main 
routine being that part o f the code that takes care o f a l l  the book­
keeping and does the hydrodynamics. I t  is  th is  section that in te ­
grates B ernou lli's  equation and the kinematic equations fo r the 
points on the surface. This data along with other pertinent data 
is  then w ritten  into  several d iffe re n t disc f i le s  which when the 
code ex its  can be accessed to determine the parameters that have 
been calculated fo r a p a rtic u la r run.
I t  is  into  th is  main portion of the code that the variables fo r  
the p articu la r run are entered. Needed a t the time o f execution are 
the time increment, number o f time increments, and the number o f 
spatia l in tervals on the various parts of the boundary. The in i t ia l  
conditions that are also needed are assumed stored in a disc f i l e  
under the name ICDAT and consist o f a number n giving the number of 
points on the surface, the in i t ia l  time and in terva l number, and a
35
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code number to t e l l  whether the in i t ia l  condition is  on the potential 
or on the normal ve loc ity . Then f in a lly  the in i t ia l  data in the form 
of the values o f x , y , PHI or PHIEN fo r each o f the n points on the 
surface. Upon e x itin g , the code w rites the current values o f these 
same parameters in exactly the same format into another data f i l e  
with the name FCDAT, so that i f  necessary the code can be continued 
from where i t  l e f t  o f f  by transferring  the contents o f the f i l e  FCDAT 
into ICDAT.
The various subroutines th at are needed by the main program 
consist of: 1) a routine SURFIT, to ca lcu late the various geometrical 
properties of the free  surface as was detailed  in the la s t chapter,
2) a routine RSVBD, to calculate the coordinates and geometrical 
configuration of the reservoir boundary, 3) a routine LAPLCE, to 
solve Laplace's equation using the in tegral equation procedure that 
was explained in Chapter IV , 4) a routine GELG which is  a subroutine 
taken from the IBM subroutine lib ra ry  to solve the resu lting  set of 
simultaneous lin e a r equations by Gaussian e lim ination , and f in a lly  
5) a routine SPLCON to determine the spline constants and Z^. 
used in SURFIT, and Z^  ̂ used in finding . Thus a code was put 
together in th is manner to model surface wave behavior. To te s t  
the numerical methods a s o lita ry  wave was selected to model.
S o lita ry  Wave
A s o lita ry  wave is  in general a non-linear single symmetric 
disturbance of height h above an undisturbed surface of depth d.
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The wave, over a smooth f la t  bottom, translates without change o f 
shape or ve lo c ity . Waves of th is form have been observed in nature 
and have been found to have a time independent form aooroximated 
by the classical formula of Boussinesq (1872):
2n = d + h sech
c =
fo r h/d < 0.40 and where is  the position o f the center o f the 
wave, Latitone (1960) then showed by a second order perturbation  
analysis that the speed of such a wave could be given by
Where g is the acceleration of g rav ity .
Using th is inform ation, the in i t ia l  conditions fo r the position  
and the normal ve loc ity  of a s o lita ry  wave can be calculated. This 
is  e a s ily  accomplished since only conditions on the surface i t s e l f  
must be found. Since the wave is  traveling  with uniform ve loc ity  
Ç. p ara lle l to the undisturbed surface, the normal velocity o f the 
wave p ro file  must simply be = c ' ^  = cn^. Thus both the
in i t ia l  shape and normal ve loc ity  are easily  computed. A simple 
code was w ritten  following th is  prescription to generate the in i t ia l  
condition f i l e  ICDAT fo r the surface wave problem. A typical example 
of the results is given in Table 1. A s o lita ry  wave was thus gener­
ated. The undisturbed liq u id  depth was chosen to be d in units o f g, 
and the horizontal distance was then scaled to th is depth again in 
units of g.
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As a f i r s t  te s t o f the surface wave code, a s o lita ry  wave was 
generated and allowed to traverse a section o f undisturbed liq u id  
over a uniform bottom as illu s tra te d  in Figure 1. The wave was then 
allowed to re f le c t o f f  the v e rtic a l boundary a t the end of the 
section and retrace its  path back to the s tarting  point. In Figure 2 
the wave p ro file  a fte r  re fle c tio n  is  compared with the p ro file  as i t  
was in i t i a l ly  generated. As can be seen the comparison is q u a lita ­
t iv e ly  quite good. Twenty points were used to model the surface, 
with a to ta l o f 26 points being used over the reservoir. A time 
increment of t  = .1 seconds was used. Also tr ie d  were t  = .2 seconds. 
There was l i t t l e  d ifference in comparing the results using the f i r s t  
two values, however the run with the time increment of t  = .2 seconds 
produced a wave of smaller amplitude upon re fle c tio n . For th is  
reason most succeeding applications of the code were run with a time 
increment of t  = .1 seconds.
As a fu rther te s t the wave was allowed to continue on in the 
reverse d irection to be re flected  from the other boundary and again 
returned to the s ta rting  point. The resu lting  p ro file  is  also shown 
in Figure 2. A summary o f the wave motion is  shown in Figure 3, and 
Appendix 2 contains a summary of the output parameters fo r th is run.
Wave Run Up On A V ertica l Wall
As a quantita tive  study of the results produced by the surface 
wave code, the run up of a s o lita ry  wave on a ve rtica l wall as 
i llu s tra te d  in Figure 4 was studied. The run up R, of a wave is
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defined as the height above the undistrubed liq u id  level that a wave 
achieves when i t  intercepts an obstacle, in th is case a ve rtica l wall 
Several experimental and computational studies o f th is  problem have 
been made and are availab le  fo r comparison. S treet and Camfield 
(1966) ran a series o f experiments in a two-dimensional wave channel 
to study s o lita ry  wave deformation. Some of the results o f that 
study pertain to wave run up on a v e rtic a l wall and Van Dorn (1966), 
making use o f th is  data suggested the equation
2.0  + 3  (V I-3 )
to describe the run-up. This equation w ith the data that led to i t  
are plotted along with the results of th is  paper's and another's 
numerical study in Figure 5. Here the p lo t is  R/h as a function of 
h/d. The n o n -lin ea rity  o f the problem is emphasized by the amount 
that R/h is  greater than 2, which would resu lt from the lin e a r  
superposition of two waves trave ling  in opposite d irections. A more 
sensitive p lo t o f wave run-up is  shown in Figure 6 where R/d is  
plotted as a function of h/d. In both cases the resu lts o f the runs 
made by the in tegra l equation method closely p ara lle l the results  
of the other numerical study. Table 2 contains the data p lotted in 
Figures 5 and 6. The other numerical study is  the SUMMAC code which 
was developed a t Stanford U niversity by Chan e t a l .  (1967). I t  is  
a modified marker and c e ll method o f solving the Navier-Stokes 
equation and re lie s  heavily on f in i t e  d ifferencing techniques. The 
surface wave code that has been described in th is  paper is much 
simpler and a much fas te r code than is  the SUMMAC code, and is  hence
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b etter suited fo r many applications. Also there is no s ta b il i ty  
c r ite r io n  fo r the in tegral equation method, which fo r the SUMMAC 
code lim its  the maximum time step increment by a Courant condition 
related to the spatia l in terva l s ize. Here the time step increment 
is  only constrained by the ve loc ity  and re la tiv e  accuracy th at is  
desired. However as the code is now w ritte n , another accuracy 
lim ita tio n  re s tr ic ts  the run-up problem to cases fo r which h/d < .5  
and even fu rther fo r accurate re flec tio ns  to h/d. 33. The SUMMAC 
code however, accurately treats  cases up to a t lea s t h/d _<.7.  Within 
these res tric tio n s  though the in tegral equation method proves to be 
quite workable fo r the run-up problem.
Shoaling o f a S o lita ry  Wave on a Plane Beach
A prelim inary study was done fo r a wave shoaling on a plane 
beach inclined a t a slope of .05. Results o f several runs are 
i llu s tra te d  in Figures 7 and 8. Q u a lita tiv e ly  the motion appears 
approximately correct, as the wave approaches the beach the leading 
edge of the wave steepens and f in a lly  breaking resu lts . However 
the amplitude growth o f the wave is  too slow. The wave does not 
rise  to the correct level and consequently the onset of breaking 
is delayed. This resu lt is  a ttr ib u ted  to the inaccuracy of the 
solution o f Laplace's equation, since an increase in the number of 
in te rva ls  increases the ra te  o f amplitude growth. A numerical ins ta ­
b i l i t y  however lim its  the to ta l number o f points that can be usefu lly  
applied to the surface, and hence the to ta l accuracy suffers. Growth 
of th is  numerical in s ta b ility  can read ily  be observed in the figures.
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CHAPTER V II  
SUMMARY
This paper has outlined a numerical technique to solve the 
hydrodynamic equations associated with free surface motion. Results 
of the wave run up on a v e rtic le  wall have proved the fe a s ib il i ty  
of the procedure. Although results of the shoaling of a wave on
a plane beach have shown th at refinements can s t i l l  be made. Of
f i r s t  necessity is  the need to increase the accuracy o f the solution  
of Laplace's equation. This is  most read ily  done by using a higher 
order integration formula. Thus fewer points on the surface w il l  
be needed, so that the growth o f numerical in s ta b il i t ie s  w ill  be 
minimized. In th is  vein a better spline procedure needs to be 
derived since th is is most l ik e ly  the source of the in s ta b ility .  
F in a lly  the treatment of the non-linear B ernoulli's  equation should 
be improved. An ite ra tio n  procedure would probably be needed to get
an accurate representation. Again, the fe a s ib il i ty  o f the procedure
outlined in th is paper has been proved. With the improvements out­
lined above a useful tool fo r studying wave motion should re su lt.
Applications of such a code are obvious. The aforementioned 
shoaling o f a wave on a beach or another obstacle is  the f i r s t  
application that comes to mind. The deformation of a wave as i t  
trave ls  over obstacles below the liq u id  surface however is the area
41
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in which th is  code excels, since the procedure fo r solving Laplace's 
equation works ju s t as well fo r  bottoms of a rb itra ry  geometry as i t  
does fo r smooth f l a t  bottoms. Thus the motion of a wave as i t  
traverses the continental she lf and impinges on a breakwater or 
submerged reef could be modeled. Many other applications can also 
be imagined.
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X X PHI PHIEN
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r . 7 5 0 n R 0 0 0 E - 0 î 3 . 3 0 3 3 1 1 3 2 6 - 0 2 0 . 5 . 5 4 0 1 7 7 7 5 6 - 0 7
7 . 2 5 0 0 0 0 : i n r - n i 3 . D 0 Ü 0 4 1 1 6 6 -3 2 0 . 2 . 0 1 4 5 5 0 5 7 6 - 0 6
6 , 7 5 0 3 0 3 0 0 2 - 0 1 3 . non  1 4 0 6 6 6 -3 2 0 . 7 . 3 2 4 3 1 6 1 1 6 - 0 6
D . 2 5 3 0 3 3 M 3 6 - 0 l 3 .3 3 0 5 4 4 0 6 6 - 0 2 0 .' 2 . 6 6 1 6 6 3 9 5 6 - 0 5
5 .7 5 3 3 3 3 3 U E - 3 ] 3 .01 .11076066-02 . 0 . 9 . 6 5 5 7 6 1 0 6 6 - 0 5
5 .7 5 3 0 0 3 3 3 6 - 3 1 3 .0 3 , '  1 5 4 6 3 6 -0 7 ' 0 . 3 . 4 8 0 8 4 0 0 9 6 - 0 4
4 . 7 5 0 3 0 3 3 3 6 - 3  1 3 .0 2 5 6 1 1 7 3 6 - 3 2 0 . 1 .2 2 6 4 7 6 8 7 6 - 0 3
4 . 2 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 - 3 1 3 . 0 0 0 0 5 4 5 1 6 - 0 2 0 . 3 .3 8 8 1 0 4 8 5 6 - 0 3
3 . 7 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 - 3 1 3 . 2 5 4 3 5 0 2 6 6 - 3 2 0 . 9 . 5 6 4 7 3 0 6 2 6 - 8 5
3 .2 5 3 3 3 3 3 0 6 - 3 1 3 .5 4 1 5 9 7 3 0 6 - 0 2 0 , 8 . 2 6 2 4 1 1 2 1 6 - 0 3
2 . 7 5 3 0 0 3 0 3 6 - 0 1 3 .5 4 1 5 3 7 3 0 E - [ . i2 0 . - 8 . 2 6 2 4 1 1 2 1 6 - 8 3
2 .2 5 3 3 3 0 3 0 6 - 3 1 3 .2 6 4 3 5 8 2 6 6 - 0 2 0 . - 9 . 6 6 4 7 9 8 6 2 6 - 8 3
1 .7 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 - 3 1 3 . 0 8 0 0 5 4 5 1 6 - 0 2 0 . - 3 . 9 8 0  1 0 4 8 5 6 -8 3
1 . 2 5 3 0 3 3 3 3 6 - 3  1 3 . 0 2 5 6 1 1 7 3 6 - 0 2 0 . - 1 . 2 2 6 4 7 6 6 7 6 - 0 3
7 . 5 3 0 3 3 3 3 3 6 - 0 2 3 .0 O 7 1 5 4 6 3 E -U 2 n . - 3 . 4 8 8 8 4 8 0 9 6 - 8 4
2 . 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 6 - 3 2 3 . 0 0 1 5 7 6 0 6 6 - 0 2 0 . - 9 . 6 5 5 7 6 1 8 6 6 - 8 5
TABLE 1. F ile  ICDAT, In i t ia l  conditions fo r a typ ical s o lita ry  
wave, (h/d = .1 )








TABLE 2. Results of s o lita ry  wave run-up study
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FIGURE 2 S o lita ry  Wave p ro files  a fte r  re fle c tio n  from 
vertica l boundaries (h/d = .1 )








FIGURE 3 S o lita ry  Wave o s c illa tin g  between v e rtic a l 
walls (h/d = .1 )







FIGURE 4 S o lita ry  Wave run-up and re fle c tio n  from a 
v e rtic a l wall (h/d = .1)
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FIG. 7 S o lita ry  Wave 
shoaling on plane 
beach (h/d = .1 )
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FIG. 8 S o lita ry  Wave 
shoaling on plane 
beach (h/d = .2)
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FIGURE 9 S o lita ry  Wave shoaling on plane beach, showing the 
numerical in s ta b il i ty ,  (h/d = .4)
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APPENDIX A
General surface wave problem FORTRAN IV code
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1 îîiîD 4 4 ? r;,-'F- SUPSOL BOX U34
2 :‘L üNTRü L,Li i .: 0 +SUPSOL
3  ! L A ''D P  I': '" ! I :  f'
‘ 1 Ulv 1 k'i iM
■j i i'- I.::Al l ■3lJPi;‘3U!PrjAT,TAPE5=?UIPPAT,PLDAT,TArr;6-PLDPT, ICDAT,
L I TAPC?' = ICDAT, l-CDiVr.THPEA-rCüi-iT)
7 C FT'.APAM FDR THE SOLUTION OF THE GENERAL WATER WAVE PROBLEM
F 1.1 .'1 ' - 0 - 7 5 /
3 C PA AMETERS
10 7 1 -NO. OF POINTS ON SURFACE
11 C l t t ,M 2 ,N 8 - H 0 .  OF POINTS ON RESERVOIR SIDES AND BOTTOM
12 L NT -TOTAL NO. OF POINTS
IS C l(,DS -CURVATURE AND ARC LENGTH
14 C VilC.YHC - X  AND Y COfFOHENTS OF THE NORMAL DIRECTION
15 C :.rlFP -COORDINATE OF MIDPOINT BETWEEN X ( I )  AND XCI + l )
16 C VHFP -COORDINATE OF MIDPOINT BETWEEN Y C I)  AND Y C I+ O
17 r  I 'd  I ,  PH lEM-POTEMT IAL AND NORMAL DERIVATIVE OF THE POTENTIAL
IS , 'H .Y l -HEIGHT OF SNTFACE AT X-^U AND X=1
10 :  PR!'CRAM OPERATES ON A UN IT  SPACING III  THE X DIRECTION
20 C I tM V lA L  WAVE PROFILE AND WATER DEPTH READ IN FROM DATA F IL E
21 C IC! AT ALONG WITH THE IN IT IA L  VALUES OF PHI OR PHIEN (4 E 1 6 .8 )
22 r: IN ---0 IF  PHI GIVEN IND=1 IF PHIEN GIVEN
2S C FINAL VALUES OF THE SAME DATA ARE WRITTEN INTO F IL E  FCDAT
I: IJri N PROGRAM EXITS
25 C CO ...RDI NATES OF SURFACE POINTS AND MIDPOINTS ARE WRITTEN INTO
26 r  F I I I -  PLDhiT AT EACH TIME STEP TO BE USED LATER IN A PLOTING .
27 C PO 'iT lNC, SWPDAT F IL E  CONTAINS INFORMATION ABOUT THE
20 C SU FACE AT EACH TIME INTERVAL
29 CO' If ;0! 1/C 1 /X C 2 B 0 ) , Y ( 2 0 0 ) ,  K ( 2 8 0 ) ,  DS (2 0 0 )  , XNC ( 1 0 0 ) ,  YNC ( 1 0 0 ) ,  Y0, V I , N
70 CO:;. iC iN M :2 /X H F P (2üÜ ),Y H F P (20Û ),N T
31 COi, iOH/CS/PITIEN(2O0) ,P H I  (2 0 0 )
72 CO. i ; ' iO N /C 4 /N l,N 2 ,N B
33 CC!i iW 0N /C 5 /Z (180 )  ,Z Y (  103)
•4 REAL LGGRHÜ, K
35 P i- -S .  141592S536
36 C CRIATION OF DATA F ILE S
37 Ch l L DEVICE(CHCREATE,6HSWPDAT)
38 CALL DEVICE(6HCREATE,5HPLDAT)
33 f / i i . L  DEVICÈ(ÊHCREATE,5HFCDAT)
40 C
41 C CT..L FOR PROBLEM PARAMETERS 
READ( 7 , 0 0 2 )  H , I T , I N D
831 F 0 / :T .T  l 3 I 2 )
44 002 F O iM A T (2 X ,3 I3 )
44 Vi I 4 i
46 SIS '- 3 .
47 WOT 5 9 ,  803
43 803 FORMAT( IX,20HENTER TIME INCREMENT)
49 P IT  5 9 ,  8 0 4 , DT
50 004 FGRIIATCFIO.O)
51 805 FORMAT(1X,28HENTER NO. OF TIME INCREMENTS)
52 C IN IT IA L  WAVE SHAPE AND POTENTIAL INSERTED HERE
53 DO •301 1 = 1 ,N
54 PFiiD ( 7 ,7 8 7  ) X( I ) ,  Y ( I ) ,  PH IC I ) , PH I EN ( I )
55 707 FORMAT.ME 1 6 .8 )
56 'T-D=SFD+Y( I )
47 901 COrlTillUE
58 WRITE (S 9 ,8 0 9 )
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IAT''2X,27HENTER N I ,  H2, AND NB 3 ( — ) )  
t'S‘:^-ÜÜl >Ml,t l2 .NFJ 
N i l  i|ir:-i-N2 
c B . o i i )  n , n i , i : b , N 2 , s f d , d t  
N T (2 X ,2 H H = , I2 ,5 X ,3 H H 1 = , I2 ,5 X .3 H N B = , I2 ,5 X .3 H N 2 = ,1 2 , /  
1 BUSTILL WATER LEVEL = , F 1 0 . 6 , / , 2 X ,3HDT =, F 6 . 4 , / , / )
■rr+1
(IPAIJ .HE. 0 ) GO TO 600 
0 9 , 7 9 1 , T IM E , IT  
T.‘ ( 5 9 ,8 0 5 )
5 9 , 7 9 2 , IPAU
- !P!-:U .LT . Û) GO TO 999
i:,Vr<2X,3HT= ,F 6 .3 , 3 X ,  12HINTERVAL NO. ,  1 2 ,5X,5HPAUSE)
L SUr F IT  TO GET SURFACE PROFILE DATA 
(LURES H ,N T .X ,Y ,  ON THE SURFACE
RSVBD TO GET COORDS AND BOUNDARY DATA ON RESEVOIR 
1RES i l ,N l ,N 2 ,N B ,N T ,Y 0 ,Y l
ERT SURFACE POINTS INTO DATA FILE PLDAT 
6 ,8 1 0 ,  IT ,  T I I  IE, N 
ri: ;T (2X , I2 ,F 6  .3 ,  12)
TE (6 ,8 1 7 )  XHFP( N T ) , YHFP CNT)
607 I= 1 ,N  
o r  S , 3 1 7 , X ( I ) , Y C I )
( I T - 1 )  6 0 0 ,6 0 8 ,6 1 5  
( IND .EQ. 1) NPRM=0
L L hPLCE TO SOLVE LAPLCES EQN. FOR PHIEN ON SURFACE
Of
l ULATES p h i  or PHIEN
FORMATC 6 % ,1HX, 9 X , 1H Y ,8 X , 3HPH1, 6X,5HPHIEN, 5X,5HPHIES, 6X, 
n o  1 4HPH1%,GX,4H PH lY ,6%,3HXNC,6X,3HYNC,8X,1HK,9X,2HDS)
i n  C
112 C c a l c u l a t i o n  OF P H lE S ,PH1EX,PH I Y
113 C AND THEN NEW POSITION OF EACH SURFACE ELEMENT
114 C Alio NEW POTENTIAL
115 C CALL SPLCDN FOR SPLINE CONSTANTS USED TO FIND PHIES
116 CALL SPLCOI'l(PHI,N,Z)
117 P T P H K N - l )
118 DO 350 1 = 1 ,N
119 PHIN=PHIEN( I )
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:r-( I .EQ. K)PHIS = (P H T ( M ) -P T + (2 .> fZ i :N )+ Z (N - l ) ) /6 . ) /D S (N )
i I IP  :=PH It PIC :i 1C ( I :> - pi i i 'p r r t tc  < i )
PHI PHI M-.Pi'l 1C ( Î ) -H ’H I SIC :i !G ( I )
s.IT S.ÜOC.Xi. I )  ,.Y( I )  .PHI I I )  ,P H IN ,P H IS ,P H IX ,P H IY  
sHCkù.M itsn.K iD .nsi 1)
. ;i n  X'. D-i-PHIXi DT 
'P I 'X d )  .LV . 0 . ) X( I )  =0.
IF (X ( I )  .CT. 1. 'I XC1)=1.
Y U )  = Y( n+PI-HY'lT'T
PH 11 I )  =PHI ( I ) - ( Y (  I ) - S F D ) ït;DT+(PHISif.'ït;2+PHIN:K>k2)H<DT/2. 
FC.-'MhT (2X, / .  5HTIME = , F 9 . 5 . 4H SEC)
FQ.-MriT ( I X ,  l i F l O . 6 )
CüHTIHUE 
GO DriCK TO BEGINNING OF CYCLE- 
iJiiCN CODE GETS TO 999 IT  IS ENDING 
GO TO 604 
CONTINUE 
ïN:)-0
WRI TE ( S . 802) N . IT , IN D  
DO 313 1 = 1 ,N
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t.
I Sll'-i ’̂ OUTINE SURFIT
:? eu :• i .:M.'C 1 />(( ; :ûn ) ,  Y ( RO0) , K ( 2 0 0 ) . DS(2 6 8 )  , XNC( 100) ,YNC< 1 0 O ) ,Y 0 .Y 1 ,N
3 ce  . , YHFP( 2 i j ü ) , NT
4 eu I. i z c u e ù  ,3YC iGO)
s K
b Chi L S P L e ü H (X , t ! ,Z )
7 CiT.L Sr 'LCL itKV..rLZY)
G Du G10 I ^ Z - t r
e : :t — : a  n + x a - i ) - - o . - i < z c  i ) + Z ( i - i ) ) / b .
lu  v r — %'(] :> 4-Y ( I  -  1 > -  ( 2 . :|:3Y CI ) -i-Z Y ( I - D  ) / 6 .
I I  ; • tYiRTCMYiXT-l-YT'iUT)
, , ' ie r  i l  - - V r - ' i i b n . )
13 , : r, u ) - X T / i 'Y k  I )
14 1.1. I l  -  I YT iZ  K l ) - )  ;TmîZY( I ) ) /D S  (. I ) >!W3
1'-. : ; ' i!T '- i - i )  = i - n + x c  i )  ) / 2 . - c Z ( i - i ) + z n )  ) / i G .
ib  610 Ylll I -1 )  = iY (  î -n - l -Y C  I )  ) / 2 . - i ; Z Y a - l ) + Z Y ( D ) / 1 6 .
17 ■ XT - X ( 2 )  + X ( l ) + ( 2 . : e ( l ) + Z ( 2 ) ) / 6 .
lû  YT (2 )  ( 1 )4-( 2 .  H:ZY( 1 ) +Z Y (2 )  ) / 6 .
19 DS f 1 ; «SORT ( XT'Yd'+YTKYT)
20 X l iC O . )— Y T / D S a )
21 Y l i lX  i ) « X T / D S ( l )
?2 K C L ) -  ( YT irZ ( 1 ) -X T ::Z Y (  1 ) ) /DS ( 1 )
23 VU - ‘ï' ■: 1) 4- O : ( 1 ) -  I . ) KXMC c l  ) /Y t  IC ( 1 )
?4 V I Y ( l l )  r :X M )4 :X N C (N )/Y N C iN )
25 - 0 .
2b M i i X I Î > = Y l
27 ; :i 12P (NT) 9 9 9 99 999
2y . I-' .NT) -Y0
29 Ÿ tïURN
30 EN.)
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1 SU"|:'CUTINE RGVBD
T! C '■■'Ji.fOLITIKC rn  UBTERMINB THE RESERVOIR POINTS AND CONFIGURATION
>; C UNIT WIDTH RESERVOIR WITH VEkTICLF. SIDES OF HEIGHT YO YI
0 E I IS «HIRES H ,N l,N R W il ;V m ,.Y 0 ,Y l
r. C Tit: ' ‘HI.ATF.S X,Y,DS,K,XHFP,YHFP FOR THE RESERVOIR
F I :  I'll :i XIH/Cl/XCROO) ,Y (2 0 T W ,K (Ê 00) ,D S (2Ü 0) , XNC ( 1 6 0 ) ,  YNC C100) ,  Y0> Y l ,  N
T LM II !UH C 2 /X I IF P Œ 0 0 ), YHFPOOU) ,NT
CUi I, lOH/'CS/PHlFIKZOO:' ,P H 1(200 )
9 TO, It i0 i: /C4/N1,N2,H!3 •
10 REHl. K
1) VIw :;w
IT VII ■ HR
IS vHi; lie
IH 111' il rHM-N2-iNH
IS V H H
1G %| i ' j  n . :FT I  1 :m- . 134-20 . 'KX (  1 ) 4IXNC ( l ) / Y H C ( l ) ) / (  1 . 4 - 2 0 .  * X N C  ( 1 )  /YNC ( I ) )
i r  Y O - , X 0 - . b ) / 2 0 .
IS Yt -Y i;r i)  +X(H) RHNC (N) /YNC CM)
l';i X. ! “ rj.
20 C CALCULATION OF COORDINATES OF POINTS ON CONTAINER BOTTOM
?1 DO 903 I-H-I-N14-1,H I-N1-FNÙ
22 v i = I - H - H l
23 .9 ( i ) = ( 1. /  C 2 . KVNB) + ( V I - 1 . )  /VNB ) >i:. G
24 9 '( i ; i= 0 .
25 I u  ) ^ i j .
2G 9S( D -1 ./VHB'R.6
27 T 'H lE i i n ) -0 .  ! I ! 28 903 CONTINUE
29 C CALCULATION OF THE COORDINATES OF THE SIDES OF THE CONTAINER
30 DO 902 I=H4-1,N4-H1
31
32 :X I ) = H .
33 '7 ( Ï = Y 1U X I . -  ( V I  -  1. ) /  VN 1 -  1. /  ( 2 .  W H 1 ) )
34 :< a  ) =0.
35 J s u n - V l / V N I
36 R ll IE H .: I )= 0 .
37 902 CONTINUE
3S DO 904 I--H-HIG-H'I1h-1,NT
39 V ) - I - H - H e - tU
40 T ( i ) =YG>|:: ( 1 . /  C 2 . *VN2) + ( V I -  i . ) /VN2 )
41 ' X i ) = V n  JS-26.-K6
42 LCD -0 .
43 DC ( I )  -SORTCY0H;Y04-CX0-.5)iKn:2)/VN2
■44 U H lF H d )  =0.
45 904 CO, IT I HUE
43 C CONTAIHE,2 BETWEEN POINTS
47 DO 247 I =4H-1, N T -1
4ij x H F p n )  = ( x c i ) + x n - t - n ) / 2 .
49 , 'H , : r ' ( I ) -= < Y ( I ) -F Y ( I - t - l ) ) /2 .
5Ü 247 CONTiNUE




55 XHFP':N4-N:-FNB) = .6
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i SLI'nl .'OUTINE LAPLCE CX, Y , K , DS. PHI - PH IEN,XHFP, YHFP, N ,N T)
P Su '.vûUriNE  10 SOLVE LAPLALES EQUATION
S ■: I- : : UlP'rT: X ,Y .D S ,K ,P H I  OR PH lEN , XHFP,'. 'HFP, N, NT
J ;  l'IU N ÏS  TUE Nfi. Or POINTS THAT HAVE PHI AS A
S .. HP; N,.,Ai'Y CQir.'i lTION CIIUST l Æ F IRST t l)  AND HT IS
H r  i l !  l iJN 'L  NUî I:;-;R OF POINTS (MT--N POINTS THEN HAVE THE
P ' .U'AKY iX i i l iO T IÜ i l  Ort PIIIEH:'
!.. r I , ; , '  sut I ,  ; ':S CiJIlPL.EIlEMTiT'Pr' POUNDfiRY CONDITION PHI OR PHIEN
■ I : ; I IS i 011 x (  1.1, v i  I ) , K ( I ) , DS a  , knfp e n ,  yhfp n  , ph h  i ) ,  ph ie n ( d  
10 !■ ;'■ NSIIIN i;K.UiT) ,R ( 2 0 0 )  ,Ü (2Ü Q ) ,TTC3OÜ00)
1! P . , :  LO i.iN ii j.  i:
1.; I l s .  l . ;  iSs2ùS :,0
13 r: s r ,  r . '  ÜF CO,Li.ULATJnN OF MATRIX COEFFICIENTS
14 I: 1 IS THE INDEX ÜF THE F IE LD  POINT AND I IS THE INDEX
15 ■: or- OiiE INTElSKHTiÜN POINT
Ib l'Ü J= 1 ,H T
17 :: ,1:11=0.
10 l l ' h i l ï
If i Dû S:i 19 1 = 1, NT
2û jF a  .EH. J )  GO TO 48
21 m IF X “ X ( J ) - X ( I )
22 ! ) IF ' , '= Y ( J ) - Y (  n
23 PHOSO=DIF: S K O IF X + D IF Y ^ IF Y
2-'. RHO-SONT (NNÜSQ:'
25 LÜGPHÜ-ÂLOÛ(RHÙ) •
25 b X -X M F P C IM )-X (J )
;:•? ,j: :< : i i i : p (  i ) - X ( j )
20 . r > V l l F p n r D - Y ( J j
20 Û Y = Y H F P ( I ) -Y (J )
:-;,.i . i5==S0RT( iIi'ilvNT A AY:KAY) >K( BX^KBX+BY*BY) )
:: 1 CÛST= ( AX MJX+Â YrB Y) ,'AO
22 s I N I -  C AX i:OY-CX i:AY) /l'iC
23 IF  (COST .GT. 1 . )  C03T=1.
■■4 p (  D  =-AC0S(C0ST)
35 jF (S U IT  . l T. 0 .  ) R ( I ) = - R ( I )
30 . !C I> = D S ( D : i:LOGRHO
:Y 00 TO A 10
33 40 0 I )  =DS I ) ( ALOG r DS ( I  ) / 2 . ) - 1 .  )
39 P( I )  = P I - ! ( (  I)4 :DS( 1 )4 2 .
:.0 919 ÏM=I
41 C MULTIPLY THE SUITABLE COFFICIENTS BY PHI FOR THE SURFACE
C 2iNJ B P H I E N  FOR THE CONTAINER AND THEN PUT INTO THE
C RIGHT HAND SIDE SINGLE COLUMN MATRIX
.42
4-1 i.tû yPU 1 = 1,1
-1 J 920 U ,T,1=BTE, I-R ( D M fH I  ( I )
43 • DO 0 2 l I= N I1 ,H T
2TLM=0TEM-Q( I ) * P H lE N ( I )47
48 921 ü ( t =P ( I )
49 0(.J)=r,TEM
50 C REARRANGE MATRIX OF UNKNOWN COEFFICIENTS FROM ROW
51 C TOPAGE TO COLUMN STORAGE
5:7 'DO 923 U 1 ,N T
53 JS = J - i- ( I - l)4 'N T
54 923 T T ( jS ) = Q ( I )
55 929 CONTiNUE
56 C CALL SIMULTANEOUS EQUATION SOLVER, UNKNOWN PHIEN ON
57 C SURFACE WILL BE IN THE FIRST N ELEMENNTS OF B
58 CALL GELGCB,TT,NT,1 , . 0 0 0 0 1 , 1ER)
59 I F <; IER .NE. 0)  WOT 5 9 , 8 1 1 ,  1ER
60 811 FORMAT ( 1 8 X , 1OH 1ER ERRDR = , 12)
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t r-n - j - ' i  ; =
a::i -t;n )
IHi ':kC I-H +1..M T 
, il K  i )  =BC I )
i‘;u i /!̂ (
b  t i i  ■
I U'
û C










Im ! X ( l ) , Z a ) . £ ( l L t 0 ) > F ( 1 0 0 )
I:- ' . .1.1 
1- i i t -■ 11 
iuj 1.1 il i 
: . i
G'35 I i i
2>;ii i ■ G.
DG 610 J = l , H - 2  
I i i - J




- 1 .  y  ( c ( I - 1 )+ 4 . )
-'C( I + 1 ) -2 .> K X ( I )+ X (  I - D )
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GELS Œ ,  A , Mr EPS, 1ER)
:: ;:
:• C SOI. VES n GENERAL SYSTEM OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS BY MEAN!
'I I: OF OnuSSIRM E L IM I t in T iO n  1,11 Til COMPLETE PIVOTING
S C T For.R iP T iO r i OF PARAMETERS
C C F. -T r iE  M NY h MUTNiX OF RIGHT HAND SIDES
;• Ç ON RE TUP N R CUM TA INS THE SOLUTION
:: !- H -THE M UY M COEFFICIENT MATRIX (DLSl'ROYED)
4 i: M -THE NLIMOER OF EQUATIONS IN THE SYSTEM
’ 0 C N -THE NUMBER Op RIGHT HAND SIDE VECTORS
I i C EPS -AN INPUT CONSTANT WHICH IS USED AS RELATIVE
C TOLERANCE FOR TEST ON LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE
I -, C 1ER -RESULTING ERROR PARAMETER CODED AS FOLLOWS
14 C IER=3 -MO ERROR
IT C IFR =-1  -NO RESULT BECAUSE OF M LESS THAN 1 OR
I G C PIVOT ELEMENT AT ANY ELIM INATION STEP = 0
:T C IER = K -i.IARNING DUE TO PDS5I0LE LOSS OF SIGNIFICANCE
•:l C INDICATED AT ELIM IN ATIO N STEP K+1 WHERE PIVOT
)"• C CLEMENT WAS LESS THEN OR EQUAL TO THE INTERNAL
riG r  TOLERANCE EPS TIMES ABSOLUTELY GREATEST ELEMENT
: ' i  C OF MATRIX A
■ r  TNrUT MATRICES ,R AND A ARE ASSUMED TO BE SI OPED COLUMNi.HSE
:• • C IN I UN RE SIX MU I SUCCESSIVE STORAGE LOCATIONS. ON RETURN
:■ S i i L l i  r iON i'lATRIX R IS STORED COLUMnWISE TOfi.
1 Ti:i .'RUi;. LDIJRL GIVES PL SAL 15 !(- THE HUMULR OF EQUATIONS M IS
. , i: CR'.NiF.R THAN U AND PIVOT ELEMENTS AT ALT ELIM INATION STEPS
r  C.,i D IFFLRLNT PRQM 0 .  HOWEVER WARNING IER=K f IF  GIVEN)
C i iC 'iGATES POSSIBLE LOSS OF S IGNIFICANCE. IN CASE OF A WELL
■ C s r , , ’ FD MATRIX A AND APPROPRIATE TOLERANCE EPS, IER=K MAY BE
;; C liiTFRPRETED THAT MATRIX A HAS THE RANK K. NO WARNING IS
.! C GIVEN IN CASE M-1
C
D i r r u s i o N  A C i ) , R c n  
..4 i ; - mT I2 3 , 2 3 ,  1
C SEA,TON FUR GREATEST ELEMENT IN MATRIX A
1 1ER Tl .
I - 'IVM:.
■;t 11: L I TIM
TS liM Tl I'M
! ]Ti 3 L = I  ,MM
-T TLH ilTS(RCL) )
42 I F ^ T u - P I V ) 3 , 3 , 2
43 2 ;-TV-T3
4Q , I - L
:S 3 CONTINUE
24. T U i.-FPS^P IV
4 2 C AC I )  15 PIVOT ELEMENT. P IV  CONTAINS RB5 VALUE OF AC I )
43 L
TO C START ELIM INATION LOOP
SO LST-1
31 DO 17 K=1,M
52 C TEST ON SINGULARITY
53 I F ( P I V ) 2 3 , 2 3 , 4
34 4 I F ( 1 E R ) 7 ,5 ,7
VS 3 I F ( r I V - T 0 L ) 5 , 6 , 7
OF 5 l L i > K - l
' T  7 P I V I = 1 , / h ( I )
30 J = ( I - 1 ) /M
3J I = I-.IT'M-K
O ' j  J= J -r i-K




r.i :: i-i-i- i s  r o w  lU D Ex, j + k c d l u h n  i n d e x  of pi v o t  e l e i-iem t
L Î ' IV O T  prii,i PFDÜCTION ilMD ÎIOU IMTERCHfiNGE IN R .H .5 .  R
, : l ' i ;  L - K . . N M . 1 I
Li
T.: : I V M y ( L L )
RW.i.) ' RW_)
G -TD
c 10 ::L IMINATION TERMINATED
t ;  ï r  1 0 ,1 8
X i c COiJifiri INTERCHANGE IN MATRIX A
i 0 i.END LST-N1-K
I I - o n  12, 12, 10
10 ÏM -.lvM
DN i l  L=L5T,LEHD 
V i i - iU L )
I L - I . - M I  
i MM:LL)
11 hM.M-=TB
; ;i c l'NW iNTCRCHAMCE AND PIVOT ROW REDUCTION IN MATRIX A
:,.l 12 DO IT  L -L 5 T ,n M ,M
ÏB -~P IV I«A C LL)
;: i A (I L )  ^A (L )
r;.:' 13 n n . ) - T e
0:1 C ORvE COLUMN INTERCHANGE INFORMATION
f!CLGT)=J
C E i.E iENT REDUCTION AND NEXT PIVOT SEARCH
P I V - 0 .  
on L S T -L S T + l
TM J-0
' . i D u .16 I I= L 5 T ,L E N D
P i V I — A i l I I )
:>•> IS T»T Î+M
DO 15 L= IS T ,M M ,M  
LL --L -J
ET A CL) = H (L )4 -rrY lX <A (LL )
::N T B - A B S ( A ( D )
DP IF fT iJ -P IV )  15, 15, 14
INù 14 PIV=TB
l ü i  I=L
102 15 CONTINUE
103 DO 16 L=K,HM,M
104 • LL=L+J
105 15 R (L L )  -RCLD-FPIVMKRCL)
lûG 1?’ LST=LST-rM
1Ü7 C END üF ELIM INATION LOOP
iCG C
!D0 C ShCR SUBSTITUTION AND BACK INTERCHANGE
110 18 IF  CM-1 ) 2 3 ,2 2 ,  15
111 19 I3T41M-IM
112 L5T-M+1
1Î3 DO 21 1 = 2 ,M
i 14 I I= L S T - I
l i '5  IS T = IS T -L S T
1i6 L=IGT~M
! 17 L= h CL)h- .5
i lO  DO 21 J = I I ,H M ,M
f ' 9  t b =û «:j )
120 LL=J
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’m ::n r:-i3T,i:rr.n 
I I. -i l.-Kl 
-Ci i l :  : | J - A ( K ) * R ( L L )
K '..i ILI,'
t. . L L j i - R ( K )
L I.' 2 i  L L . )  -/m
l.JL Ri-
L ’îî C i-.'. OR RETURN
i ' : L? in — i
i :L Ri. ILiriH
1. .1 I HL-
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APPENDIX B
Illu s tra tio n  of the output of the surface wave code, (fo r figures 2-4)
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